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NEMO- and RelA-dependent NF-κB signaling promotes small
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Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) is an aggressive type of lung cancer driven by combined loss of the tumor suppressors RB1 and TP53.
SCLC is highly metastatic and despite good initial response to chemotherapy patients usually relapse, resulting in poor survival.
Therefore, better understanding of the mechanisms driving SCLC pathogenesis is required to identify new therapeutic targets. Here
we identified a critical role of the IKK/NF-κB signaling pathway in SCLC development. Using a relevant mouse model of SCLC, we
found that ablation of NEMO/IKKγ, the regulatory subunit of the IKK complex that is essential for activation of canonical NF-κB
signaling, strongly delayed the onset and growth of SCLC resulting in considerably prolonged survival. In addition, ablation of the
main NF-κB family member p65/RelA also delayed the onset and growth of SCLC and prolonged survival, albeit to a lesser extent
than NEMO. Interestingly, constitutive activation of IKK/NF-κB signaling within the tumor cells did not exacerbate the pathogenesis
of SCLC, suggesting that endogenous NF-κB levels are sufficient to fully support tumor development. Moreover, TNFR1 deficiency
did not affect the development of SCLC, showing that TNF signaling does not play an important role in this tumor type. Taken
together, our results revealed that IKK/NF-κB signaling plays an important role in promoting SCLC, identifying the IKK/NF-κB
pathway as a promising therapeutic target.
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INTRODUCTION
Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) is a very aggressive lung cancer
subtype with a median survival of ~1 year for patients with
metastatic disease [1]. SCLC is characterized by early metastatic
spread, neuroendocrine differentiation and small tumor cells [1–4].
Patients often initially respond to chemotherapy but in most cases
the tumors subsequently relapse and become resistant to
cytotoxic treatments [1, 5]. Comprehensive genomic profiling of
SCLC revealed a bi-allelic loss of RB1 and TP53 in all patients,
showing that loss of these two tumor suppressors is obligatory in
SCLC [6–10]. However, the mechanisms determining the aggres-
sive nature of SCLC and its increased metastatic potential remain
poorly understood [1]. Therefore, a better understanding of the
molecular pathways that determine SCLC initiation, progression
and metastasis will be critical to develop new therapeutic
approaches.
The interplay between tumor and immune cells plays an

essential role in cancer progression and critically determines
tumor development. Indeed, inflammation has been recognized
as one of the hallmarks of cancer [11]. While chronic inflamma-
tion can fuel tumor growth, an adaptive immune response
against tumor-specific antigens can also trigger anti-cancer
immunity, resulting in elimination of transformed cells [11]. SCLC
ranks among the tumor entities with the highest tumor
mutational burden, likely due to its cigarette smoke-induced

nature, which is expected to result in large number of
neoantigens. However, immunotherapies based on checkpoint
inhibitors had limited success with only a small percentage of
patients responding [1]. Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) is a potent
pro-inflammatory cytokine exerting both tumor-promoting and
anti-cancer effects [12]. TNF was discovered as a factor inducing
the death of tumor cells but was subsequently shown to
promote tumor development in different models, such as
DMBA/TPA induced skin carcinogenesis and obesity-associated
liver cancer [13, 14]. TNF signaling via TNFR1 regulates
inflammation, cell survival and death by inducing distinct
intracellular signaling cascades [15]. TNFR1 stimulation induces
the activation of the inhibitor of NF-κB (IκB) kinase (IKK)
complex, resulting in the nuclear accumulation of NF-κB
promoting the transcription of genes regulating inflammation
and cell survival [15, 16]. The IKK complex consists of the
regulatory subunit NEMO (also termed IKKγ) and the catalytic
subunits IKK1 and IKK2 (also termed IKKα and IKKβ, respectively)
[16–18]. NEMO is essential for activation of canonical NF-κB
signaling, which primarily depends on IKK2 kinase activity and
the RelA NF-κB subunit [16–18]. IKK/NF-κB signaling has
emerged as a crucial driver of tumor growth and progression
[17, 19]. Multiple studies in mouse models demonstrated that
NF-κB signaling promotes tumorigenesis in several cancer
entities, including colitis-associated colon cancer [20], mammary
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tumors [21–23], DMBA/TPA-induced skin carcinogenesis [24], as
well as Kras mutation-driven lung adenocarcinoma [25–27].
However, NF-κB signaling has also been shown to exhibit tumor
suppressing functions in different tissues and models of
carcinogenesis. Inhibition of NF-κB signaling in human kerati-
nocytes promoted Ras-mediated oncogenic transformation in a
xenograft model [28] and NF-κB inhibition via expression of a
dominant-negative mutant IκBα super-repressor (IκBαSR) in
murine skin triggered the development of squamous cell
carcinoma [29, 30]. In addition, liver parenchymal cell-specific
knockout of NEMO caused the spontaneous development of
chronic hepatitis and hepatocellular carcinoma in mice [31, 32],
whereas ablation of IKK2 in hepatocytes led to increased
diethylnitrosamine-induced liver tumorigenesis [33]. Interest-
ingly, NF-κB activation has been proposed to induce T-cell
mediated immune surveillance and therefore tumor rejection in
lung adenocarcinoma [34]. Thus, the role of NF-κB signaling has
been extensively studied in various tumor entities, amongst
them Kras-driven lung adenocarcinoma, however, its function in
SCLC remains elusive.
Here we aimed to study the role of TNFR1 and NF-κB signaling

in SCLC using an autochthonous mouse model of SCLC induced
by the simultaneous ablation of Rb1 and Tp53 in mouse lung
epithelial cells, which has been shown previously to recapitulate
the morphological and molecular features of SCLC [1, 35]. We
show that inhibition of NF-κB signaling by depletion of NEMO or
RelA considerably delayed tumor onset, slowed tumor growth and
significantly prolonged mouse survival. Surprisingly, neither
constitutive activation of NF-κB signaling, nor ablation of TNFR1
resulted in changes in SCLC development or progression.
Together, these results show that NEMO and RelA-dependent
NF-κB signaling plays a critical role in SCLC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice
Rb1FL/FL (Rb1tm1Brn) [36], Tp53FL/FL (Trp53tm1Brn) [37], NemoFL/FL

(Ikbkgtm1.1Mpa) [38], RelaFL/FL (Relatm1Mpa) [39], R26LSL.IKK2ca (Gt(ROSA)
26Sortm4(Ikbkb)Rsky) [40], Tnfr1FL/FL (Tnfrsf1atm3.1Gkl) [41] and Tnfr1−/−

(Tnfrsf1atm1Mak) [42] mice have been described previously. Mice used in
these experiments were kept on a mixed C57BL6/J / C57BL6/N genetic
background. Before MR imaging, mice were maintained at the specific
pathogen-free animal facility of the CECAD Research Center, University of
Cologne, under a 12 h dark/12 h light cycle in individually ventilated cages
(Greenline GM500; Tecniplast) at 22 (±2) °C and a relative humidity of 55
(±5)%. Mice were fed a sterilized commercial pelleted diet (Ssniff
Spezialdiäten GmbH) as well as water ad libitum. Animals requiring
medical attention were provided with appropriate care and excluded from
the studies described when reaching pre-determined criteria of disease
severity. No other exclusion criteria existed. Mouse studies as well as
immunohistochemical assessment of pathology and evaluation of MR
imaging were performed in a blinded fashion.

RP mouse model & MRI scans
For induction of lung tumor formation, 8–12-week-old mice were
anesthetized with Ketavet (100mg/kg)/Rompun (20mg/kg) by intraper-
itoneal injection, followed by intratracheal application of replication-
deficient Cre-expressing adenovirus (Ad5-CMV-Cre, 2.5 × 107 PFU, Uni-
versity of Iowa). Mice were inhaled in three different cohorts, every cohort
including all genotypes used in this study. Only cohort 1 did not include
Rb1FL/FLTp53FL/FLNemoFL/FL mice. One Rb1FL/FLTp53FL/FLTnfr1−/− mouse was
inhaled at a later timepoint. All experiments carried out were pooled.
Starting 20 weeks after AdenoCre inhalation, tumor development was
monitored bi-weekly by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) by using the
MRI (A 3.0 T Philips Achieva clinical MRI) in combination with a specific
mouse solenoid coil (Philips Hamburg, Germany). MR images were
acquired using turbo-spin echo sequence (repetition time= 3819ms,
echo time= 60ms, field of view= 40 × 40 × 20mm3, reconstructed voxel
size= 0.13 × 0.13 × 1.0 mm3) under 2,5% isoflurane anesthesia. Resulting
MR images were analyzed blindly by marking regions of interests
employing Horos software. For MRI analysis, mice were maintained in

the animal facility of the nuclear medicine, University Hospital Cologne, in
individually ventilated cages at 12 h light/12 h dark cycle, 55 (±10%)
humidity and 22 (±2) °C. All animal experiments were approved by local
government authorities (Landesamt für Natur, Umwelt und Verbrau-
cherschutz, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany). All animal experiments were
conducted in compliance with european, national and institutional
guidelines on animal welfare. Animals requiring medical attention were
provided with appropriate care and excluded from the studies described
when reaching pre-determined criteria of disease severity. No other
exclusion criteria existed.

Tissue preparation
Mice were sacrificed using cervical dislocation. For histopathological
analysis the trachea was injected with 4% PFA to inflate the lung. Lung
tissue was fixed in 4% PFA O/N at 4 °C. Small pieces of tumor tissues were
snap frozen on dry ice for RNA and protein expression analysis and stored
at −80 °C until further processing. Tumors were cut from the lungs, in
order to isolate cell lines as described below.

Cell culture
Tumors were isolated from RP mice at the humane endpoint. The tumors
were incubated in 10× TrypLETM (ThermoFisher Scientific #A1217701) at
37 °C and 5% CO2 for 20min. Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640
medium containing 10% FCS and 1% P/S was added and the tissue was
incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO2 overnight. After incubation, remaining tumor
tissue was removed from the culture and cells were grown at 37 °C, 5%
CO2, washed with PBS every third day and supplied with new RPMI
medium+ 1%P/S+ 10% FCS until they grew confluent. Cell lines were
then maintained at 37 °C and 5% CO2.

Histologic analysis
Formalin-fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) 4 μm-thick lung tissue sections
were de-paraffinized using xylene and re-hydrated with decreasing
ethanol concentrations (100%, 96%, 75%, 0%). The tissue sections were
stained in haematoxylin for 2 min, 15 min differentiated in tap water and
stained for 1 min with eosin. Then, sections were de-hydrated using
increasing ethanol concentrations and fixed in xylene. The slides were
mounted in Entellan. In addition, FFPE lungs were stained for Ki67 (Cell
Marque 275-R10), CD45 (BD 550539) and CD56 (Zytomed RBK050). The
amount of tumor-infiltrating Ki67+ and CD45+ cells was assessed by a
board-certified pathologist.

Immunoblotting
For immunoblot analyses, 3 × 105 cells were seeded in 6-well plates and
cultured O/N. Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer (HEPES 20 nM, NaCl 350mM,
MgCl2 1 mM, EDTA 0.5 mM, EGTA 0.1 mM, Glycerol 20%, Nonident P-40 1%)
supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitor tablets (Roche) for
20min on ice. Proteins from tumor tissue were isolated using precellys 24
tissue homogenizer (bertin instruments). Protein concentration was
measured using PIERCE 660 nm Protein Assay Reagent (Thermo Scientific,
#22660) and BSA standard. Lysate concentration was adjusted to 5 µg/µl
and 2× Laemmli sample buffer (Bio-Rad 1610737) was added. Samples
were boiled at 95 °C for 8 min.
Cell lysates were separated using Sodium dodecyl-sulfate polyacryla-

mide gel electrophoresis and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride
membranes (IPVH00010, Millipore) at 80 V for 3 h at 4 °C. Membranes were
blocked using 5% milk in 0.1% PBST for 1 h, washed three times with 0.1%
PBST and probed with primary antibodies against NEMO (homemade
1:1000), RelA (Cell Signaling 3179 1:1000), IKK2 (Cell Signaling 2684 S
1:1000) and Tubulin (Sigma T6074 1:1000) O/N at 4 °C. Membranes were
washed three times with 0.1% PBS-T and were incubated with secondary
horseradish peroxidase-coupled antibodies for 1 h at RT (GE Healthcare,
Jackson ImmunoResearch, 1:10000). ECL Western Blotting Detection
Reagent (RPN2106, GE Healthcare) was used to detect the proteins.
Membranes were stripped if necessary, using stripping buffer (Thermo-
Scientific, 21059) for 15min at RT.

3′ mRNA sequencing analysis
RNA isolation from tumor tissue was performed using a NucleoSpin RNA
isolation kit (Macherey Nagel Ref. 740955.250). RNA quality was evaluated
based on OD260/280 and OD260/230 ratios as well as on RNA integrity
number (RIN). For determination of gene expression, the Quant 3′
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mRNAseq Library Prep Kit FWD for Illumina (Lexogen). Samples with
RIN < 4, OD260/260 < 1.8 or OD 260/230 < 1.5 were excluded from the
analysis. Five mice per genotype were used. Single-end sequencing reads
were aligned to Ensembl GRCm38 (mm10) cDNA sequences using kallisto
0.43.1 [43] with default average fragment length parameters. Transcript-
level transcripts per million (TPM) normalization were estimated, and gene-
level aggregated TPMs were calculated using sleuth 0.29.0 [44] resulting in
35,930 genes with a Ensembl BioMart annotation. Only 18,383 of those
were considered expressed (median TPM > 0) across 41 transcriptomes and
subsequently used for further analysis.

Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA)
All expressed genes were first weighted using the calculation shown below
to convert the two-dimension dynamics (i.e., fold changes and p value
significances) derived from differential analysis into a one-dimension gene
list. Then this pre-ranked gene list was used to run against the hallmark
gene sets downloaded from MSigDB mouse draft database 0.3 to test for
enrichment using GSEA tool 4.2.3 [45].

Weight ¼ Log2 Fold changeð Þ ´ �Log10 p� valueð Þð Þ:

Statistical analysis
Data shown in graphs display mean. Error bars display mean ± SEM.
Wilcoxon rank-sum/Mann–Whitney U test was used to test for differential
gene expression between two non-parametric groups, and the results
were visualized via volcano plots using purpose-written R scripts. For
comparison of more than two groups, Kruskal–Wallis Test was used. The
Log-Rank (Mantel–Cox) test was used in order to compare survival curves
and tumor onset of mice. *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.005, ****p ≤ 0.001
for all figures. All statistical analysis was performed with Prism6, GraphPad.
No data were excluded.

RESULTS
Critical role of NEMO in SCLC development
To study the role of NF-κB signaling in SCLC, we employed a well-
characterized genetically engineered mouse model of the disease
based on combined ablation of Rb1 and Tp53 in mouse lung
epithelial cells via adenovirus-mediated delivery of Cre recombi-
nase, which causes the development of SCLC within 9 months [35]
(Fig. 1A). This mouse model recapitulates the key features of
human SCLC, including the histopathological, molecular and
immunological phenotype [35]. To inhibit canonical NF-κB
signaling, we chose to target NEMO, the regulatory subunit of
the IKK complex that is essential for canonical NF-κB activation,
and p65/RelA, which is the NF-κB subunit primarily responsible for
the transcriptional activation of canonical NF-κB target genes
[16, 18]. To address the role of NEMO in SCLC we crossed mice
carrying loxP-flanked Nemo alleles to mice carrying loxP-flanked
Rb1 and Tp53 alleles. At the age of 8–12 weeks, Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

as well as Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL mice were inhaled with
adenovirus expressing Cre recombinase (Ad-Cre), which results in
Cre-mediated deletion of the respective loxP-flanked alleles in
lung epithelial cells. Starting at 20 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation,
mice were monitored for tumor development by MRI scanning
biweekly (Fig. 1A). Ad-Cre-inhaled Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice devel-
oped tumor lesions with a median tumor onset of 24 weeks after
inhalation (Fig. 1B, C). In contrast, Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL mice
showed a strong delay in tumor development with a median
tumor onset of 37 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation (Fig. 1B, C).
Overall, 10 out of 11 Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL mice eventually
developed tumors, whereas one mouse did not show signs of
tumor development as late as 400 days after Ad-Cre inhalation
(Fig. 1B, C). At 26 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation, we detected the
presence of several lung tumors in 8 out of 17 Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

mice, whereas none of the Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL mice
showed lung tumor development at this stage (Fig. 1D). Long-
itudinal measurements of tumor volume by MRI showed that, in

addition to the delayed onset, lung tumors in Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

NemoFL/FL mice displayed considerably reduced growth compared
to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice during the first 6 weeks after tumor
detection (Fig. 1E). In addition to biweekly MRI scans, all mice were
screened regularly for distress symptoms and were sacrificed
humanely when reaching pre-determined termination criteria. In
line with delayed tumor onset and reduced tumor growth, Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL mice showed a significantly increased overall
survival with a median survival of 358 days, compared to Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL mice that had a median survival of 247 days (Fig. 1F).
Collectively, ablation of NEMO strongly delayed tumor onset,
reduced tumor growth and significantly prolonged survival in a
relevant mouse model of SCLC induced by combined inactivation
of RB1 and TP53.
Despite the delayed onset and reduced growth of tumors in Ad-

Cre-treated Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL compared to Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL mice, macroscopic examination of lungs dissected from
mice sacrificed at the humane endpoint revealed similar tumor
burden in both genotypes (Fig. 1G). In addition to the lung tumors,
SCLC metastasis to the liver was also detected in about half of the
mice with no difference in metastatic prevalence between the
genotypes (Fig. 1H). Histopathological analysis of lung sections
showed the presence of tumors displaying classical characteristics
of SCLC, such as homogenous tissue composed out of small tumor
cells and expression of CD56, a marker frequently used in SCLC
diagnosis [46] (Fig. 2A, B). Immunohistochemical staining with
antibodies against Ki-67 revealed similar numbers of proliferating
cells in tumors from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL compared to
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice (Fig. 2C). Considering that NF-κB signaling
regulates various aspects of innate and adaptive immunity [47],
we additionally investigated tumor immune cell infiltration by
immunostaining for CD45, a marker expressed in all immune cells.
Immunostaining for CD45 revealed the presence of immune cells
in lung tissue surrounding the malignant lesions, however, we did
not observe prominent immune cell infiltration within the tumor
mass in either Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL or Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

mice (Fig. 2D). To obtain insights into possible effects of NEMO
deficiency in the transcriptional profile of SCLC, we performed
RNA sequencing (RNAseq) analysis in RNA isolated from lung
tumors dissected from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL and Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL mice. Surprisingly, we did not find considerable
differences in the gene transcriptional profile of the tumors
between the two genotypes (Fig. 2E). Specifically, we only found
only 6 genes significantly upregulated and 6 genes significantly
downregulated in tumors from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL

compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice (Fig. 2F). Therefore, analysis
of tumors at the time of humane sacrifice did not reveal
differences in tumor size, proliferation or immune cell infiltration
between Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice.
To assess whether tumors developing in Ad-Cre-inhaled Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL mice have lost the expression of NEMO, we
isolated SCLC cell lines from the lungs of mice sacrificed at the
humane endpoint and analyzed NEMO protein expression by
immunoblotting. Surprisingly, we found that NEMO was expressed
in all tumor cell lines isolated from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL

mice, with only one out of four cell lines showing reduced levels of
NEMO protein compared to cell lines from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice
(Fig. 2G). Therefore, tumors developing in Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

NemoFL/FL mice express NEMO, suggesting that they are derived
from cells that recombined the Rb1FL/FL and Tp53FL/FL alleles, thus
losing expression of both tumor suppressors, but failed to
undergo recombination of the NemoFL alleles. These findings
indicate that tumor development in Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL

mice appears to be driven by the selection of clones that have
escaped NEMO deletion, which could also contribute to the
kinetics observed with a strong delay in tumor onset and
progression. Taken together, these results revealed an essential
role of NEMO in SCLC.
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Lack of RelA delays tumor onset and prolongs mouse survival
in SCLC
NEMO is essential for canonical NF-κB activation but has also
important, NF-κB-independent functions in preventing cell death
[31, 48]. Thus, to specifically address the role of NF-κB, we chose
to target RelA, the NF-κB subunit that is critical for canonical NF-
κB-mediated gene transcription induction [16, 18], in addition to
NEMO. To this end, we generated Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL mice
and assessed SCLC development induced by inhalation of Ad-Cre.

Assessment of lung tumor presence by MRI revealed that Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL mice showed considerably delayed tumor
development with a median tumor onset of 28 weeks compared
to 24 weeks in Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice (Fig. 3A, B). Quantification
of tumor lesions at 26 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation revealed that
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL mice showed a trend toward reduced
tumor presence compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice, which
however did not reach statistical significance (Fig. 3C). Moreover,
longitudinal measurement of tumor volume by MRI did not reveal

Fig. 1 Epithelial NEMO ablation delays tumor onset and prolongs survival in a mouse model of SCLC. A Schematic showing intratracheal
Ad-Cre inhalation and experimental procedure for the generation and analysis of a mouse model of SCLC (created with BioRender.com)
B Representative images of MRI scans of Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 17) and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL (n= 9) mice 26 and 32 weeks after Ad-Cre
inhalation. Tumor areas were marked using Horos Software. C Graph depicting tumor onset assessed via MR imaging of mice with indicated
genotypes. ****p < 0.0001, Log-rank test. D Graph depicting the number of tumor lesions 6 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation of the indicated
genotypes. ***p= 0.001, Mann–Whitney Test. Mean ± SEM. Each dot represents one mouse. E Graph depicting tumor fold change assessed via
MR imaging 2–6 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation for indicated genotypes. Each dot represents one mouse. Bars represent mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05,
Mann–Whitney Test. F Graph depicting survival of mice with indicated genotypes. ****p < 0.0001, Log-rank test. G Representative
photographs of lungs of Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 17) and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL (n= 10) mice sacrificed at the humane endpoint. H Graphs
depicting the percentage of mice with liver metastasis and the amount of liver tumor lesions at the humane endpoint. n= 7 for Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL, n= 14 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL. Mann–Whitney test. Mean ± SEM.
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statistically significant changes between the two groups,
although Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL mice showed a trend toward
reduced tumor growth compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice
(Fig. 3D). In line with delayed tumor onset and reduced tumor
growth, Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL mice showed significantly
increased overall survival with a median survival of 311 days

compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice that had a median survival of
247 days (Fig. 3E).
Macroscopic examination of lung tissues dissected from mice

sacrificed at the humane endpoint revealed similar tumor load in
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice
(Fig. 3F). In addition to the lung tumors, SCLC metastasis to the
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liver was also detected in about half of the mice with no
significant difference in metastatic prevalence between the
genotypes (Fig. 3G). Histopathological analysis of lung sections
revealed no difference in tumor morphology, proliferation and
immune cell infiltration between Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL

compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice (Fig. 4A–D). RNAseq analysis
also failed to reveal considerable gene expression changes, with
only 12 genes significantly upregulated and 9 genes significantly
downregulated in tumors from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL

compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice (Fig. 4E, F). Therefore, analysis
of tumors at the time of humane sacrifice did not reveal
differences in tumor size, proliferation or immune cell infiltration
between Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice.
Immunoblot analysis of tumor cell lines isolated from Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL animals showed lack of RelA expression in all
samples analyzed (n= 3, Fig. 4G), demonstrating that RelA was
efficiently deleted in the tumors from these mice. Therefore, in
contrast to NEMO that appears to be essential for SCLC, RelA
promotes tumor initiation and growth but is not necessary for
SCLC development. Collectively, these results showed that
inhibition of NF-κB signaling by RelA ablation delayed tumor
onset and prolonged mouse survival, revealing a tumor-
promoting role of NF-κB in SCLC.

Constitutive NF-κB signaling does not affect SCLC
development
Our studies described above showed that inhibition of IKK/NF-κB
signaling considerably delayed the onset and progression of SCLC.
As a complementary approach, we aimed to assess how
constitutively increased activation of IKK/NF-κB signaling might
affect SCLC development. For this reason, we employed a mouse
model allowing the Cre-mediated expression of a constitutively
active IKK2 (IKK2ca) transgene from the ubiquitously expressed
Rosa26 locus (R26LSL.IKK2ca mice) [40]. We therefore generated
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca mice and induced SCLC develop-
ment by inhalation of Ad-Cre as described above. Based on our
findings that NEMO but also RelA ablation delayed tumor
development, we hypothesized that persistently elevated NF-κB
activation might accelerate and aggravate SCLC. Surprisingly
however, MRI-assisted assessment of lung tumor load did not
reveal considerable differences in tumor onset or growth between
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice
(Fig. 5A–D). Consistently, Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca mice
showed similar overall survival compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

animals (Fig. 5E).
Macroscopic examination of dissected lungs from mice sacrificed

at the humane endpoint of the experimental protocol revealed
similar tumor load in Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca and Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL mice (Fig. 5F). Examination of livers from these mice
revealed metastasis to this tissue in 2 out of 9 Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

R26LSL.IKK2ca mice compared to 7 out 14 Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice,
suggesting that expression of IKK2ca could negatively affect the
metastatic potential of SCLC (Fig. 5G). Moreover,

immunohistochemical examination of lung tissues revealed similar
tumor burden and morphology in the two genotypes (Fig. 6A, B).
Immunostaining for Ki67 showed similar numbers of proliferating
tumor cells in Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca compared to Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL mice (Fig. 6C). Furthermore, immunostaining for CD45
revealed no differences in immune cell infiltration in Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/
FL R26LSL.IKK2ca compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice, with immune
cells surrounding the lesions but generally not found within the
tumor mass (Fig. 6D). RNAseq analysis revealed considerable
changes in gene expression in tumors expressing IKK2ca (Fig. 6E–G).
Specifically, we found that 152 genes were significantly upregulated
in tumors from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca mice compared to
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice, with genes described under the hallmarks
“INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE” and “TNFA_SIGNALLING_VIA_NFKB”
being significantly enriched within the upregulated gene set
(Fig. 6E–G). Thus, IKK2ca expression induced the transcriptional
upregulation of NF-κB dependent inflammatory genes in SCLC. It is
intriguing that the increased expression of inflammatory genes did
not enhance immune cell infiltration into the tumors in Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice (Fig. 6D).
Consistent with the elevated expression of NF-κB target genes,
immunoblot analysis of IKK2 protein levels revealed strongly
increased IKK2ca expression in SCLC tissue isolated from the lungs
of Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca mice (Fig. 6H). Taken together,
these results showed that IKK2ca expression caused persistent
activation of NF-κB and the transcriptional upregulation of NF-κB
target genes. However, this elevated NF-κB activity did not
considerably impact on tumor initiation, growth and progression
and did not alter the tumor immune landscape in this mouse model
of SCLC.

SCLC development is independent of TNFR1 signaling
TNF signaling via TNFR1 has important functions in tumorigenesis
[12, 49]. However, the role of TNFR1 in SCLC has not been studied
and remains unknown. Here, we aimed to address whether
TNFR1 signaling contributes to SCLC development using two
distinct approaches. One the one hand, we employed TNFR1-
deficient (Tnfr1−/−) mice to assess the role of TNFR1 in both the
tumor cells and the cells of the microenvironment. In parallel, we
used Tnfr1FL/FL mice allowing to assess the tumor cell-intrinsic role
of TNFR1. Specifically, we generated Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1−/−

and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1FL/FL mice and examined SCLC
development after inhalation with Ad-Cre. MRI-assisted assess-
ment of lung tumors revealed that neither tumor cell intrinsic nor
systemic TNFR1 deficiency considerably affected the onset and
growth of SCLC (Fig. 7A–D). Moreover, Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1−/−

and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1FL/FL mice showed similar overall
survival compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL animals (Fig. 7E). Therefore,
TNFR1 deficiency did not considerably affect tumor initiation,
progression and overall survival in SCLC.
Macroscopic examination of lungs from mice sacrificed at the

humane endpoint revealed a similar tumor burden in Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1−/− and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1FL/FL mice compared

Fig. 2 Histological and molecular analysis of lung tumors in Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL mice. A Representative images of lung sections
from mice with indicated genotypes sacrificed at the humane endpoint, stained with H&E (Scale bars= 5mm (top) and 100 µm (bottom))
B Representative images of lung sections from mice with indicated genotypes immunostained for CD56 (Scale bars= 2.5mm and 5mm (top) and
50 µm (bottom), n= 8 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL, n= 11 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL) C Representative images of lung sections from mice with
indicated genotypes immunostained for Ki67 and graph depicting quantification of Ki67 positive cells. Mann–Whitney test. Mean ± SEM. (Scale bars
2.5mm (top) and 50 µm (bottom), n= 7 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL, n= 13 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL). D Representative images of lung sections from
mice at the humane endpoint immunostained for CD45 and graph showing quantification of infiltrating CD45 positive cells. Mann–Whitney test.
Mean ± SEM. (Scale bars= 100 µm (top) and 25 µm (bottom), n= 8 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL, n= 13 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL). E, F Principal
component analysis (PCA) E and Volcano plot Fof RNA seq data from tumor tissues of Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL (n= 5) compared to Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL (n= 6) mice. Genes that were found significantly upregulated (p< 0.01, log2(|FC | ) > 2) or downregulated (p < 0.01, log2(|FC | ) < 2) in
tumors from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice are indicated with red or blue dots, respectively. G Representative
immunoblot analysis of protein extracts from SCLC cell lines isolated from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL mice at the humane
endpoint (n= 4). Uncropped images of immunoblots are presented in Supplementary Fig. 1.
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to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL animals (Fig. 7F). In addition to the lung
tumors, SCLC metastasis to the liver was also detected in several
mice with no difference in metastatic prevalence between the
genotypes (Fig. 7G). Immunohistochemical analysis of lung
sections revealed that neither tumor-intrinsic nor ubiquitous lack
of TNFR1 could alter tumor morphology and proliferation
(Fig. 8A–C). Moreover, immunostaining for CD45 failed to reveal
differences in immune cell infiltration between the three
genotypes, arguing that inhibition of TNFR1 signaling did not
change the immune landscape of SCLC (Fig. 8D). Similarly, RNAseq
analysis of gene expression in tumors dissected at the humane
endpoint did not reveal considerably changed transcription
profiles between Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1−/− or Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

Tnfr1FL/FL and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice (Fig. 8E, F). Taken together,
our results revealed that TNFR1 deficiency, either cell intrinsic or
systemic, did not considerably alter SCLC development, arguing
that TNFR1 does not play an important role in this type of cancer.

DISCUSSION
Despite the progress made in the treatment of different cancer
entities during the last decade, SCLC remains a type of cancer with
very limited therapeutic options and exceptionally poor prognosis

[1]. Whereas the introduction of immunotherapies had some
beneficial effects in patients with SCLC, these were limited to a
small fraction (about 15%) of the patients [1]. Therefore, new
therapeutic targets for SCLC are urgently needed. Here, we have
addressed the role of TNFR1 and NF-κB signaling in development
and progression of SCLC in a well-established and relevant mouse
model of the disease. Our results revealed a critical role of IKK/NF-
κB signaling in the development of SCLC. Ablation of NEMO or
RelA significantly delayed tumor onset, slowed tumor growth and
considerably prolonged survival in mice with SCLC induced by
combined inactivation of RB1 and TP53. Whereas both Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL mice eventually
developed tumors and succumbed to the disease, they reached
the humane endpoint considerably later (about 3 and 2 months
respectively) compared to the Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice. Immuno-
histological analysis of tumors isolated from mice at the humane
endpoint did not reveal differences between Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL or Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL

mice. Interestingly, we found that SCLC cell lines isolated from
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL NemoFL/FL mice sacrificed at the humane
endpoint displayed expression of NEMO, showing that these
were derived from cells that failed to recombine the NEMO floxed
allele. Considering the critical pro-survival function of NEMO, these

Fig. 3 RelA deficiency delays tumor onset and prolongs survival in SCLC. A Representative images of MRI scans of Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 17)
and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL (n= 11) mice 26 and 32 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation. Tumor areas were marked using Horos Software. B Graph
depicting tumor onset assessed via MR imaging of Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL mice. **p < 0.005, Log-rank test. C Graph
depicting the number of lung tumor lesions 6 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation. Each dot represents one mouse. Mean ± SEM are shown.
Mann–Whitney Test D Graph depicting tumor fold change assessed via MR imaging 2–6 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL mice. Each dot represents one mouse. Bars represent mean ± SEM. Manny–Whitney Test. E Graph depicting
survival of mice with indicated genotypes. **p < 0.005, Log-rank test. Data from the same Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL cohort are included in all figures
for comparison. F Representative photographs of lungs from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 17) and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL (n= 10) mice sacrificed
at the humane endpoint. G Graphs depicting the percentage of mice with liver metastasis and the amount of liver tumor lesions at the
humane endpoint. n= 9 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL, n= 17 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL. Mann–Whitney test, mean ± SEM.
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results suggest that NEMO deficiency causes the death of
transformed cells early on resulting in strong counter-selection
of these cells, with the tumors eventually developing in these
animals arising from rare cells that underwent Cre-mediated
recombination of the Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL but not of the NemoFL/FL

alleles. NEMO exhibits both NF-κB-dependent and NF-κB-
independent pro-survival functions [31, 48]. Our findings that
RelA ablation delayed the onset and growth of SCLC resulting in
considerably prolonged mouse survival provided experimental
evidence that RelA-dependent NF-κB-dependent gene
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transcription also plays an important role in SCLC. RelA deficiency
had a less pronounced effect compared to loss of NEMO,
suggesting that NEMO ablation suppresses SCLC development
by both NF-κB-dependent and -independent mechanisms. Impor-
tantly, analysis of SCLC cell lines isolated from lungs of Ad-Cre-
inhaled Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL mice sacrificed at the humane
endpoint revealed efficient ablation of RelA, showing that RelA-
deficient cells can give rise to SCLC, in contrast to loss of NEMO
that appears to be incompatible with SCLC development.

Together, these studies suggest a dual function of the IKK/NF-κB
signaling pathway in SCLC. Complete inhibition of canonical IKK/
NF-κB signaling by NEMO deficiency prevented the development
of SCLC, most likely by sensitizing RB1-TP53 double-deficient cells
to death, whereas RelA knockout had a less pronounced effect in
delaying tumor development and progression.
Interestingly, expression of constitutively active IKK2ca did not

exacerbate SCLC development, showing that persistently elevated
IKK/NF-κB activity did not provide an advantage to the tumors.

Fig. 5 Constitutively increased NF-κB activation did not affect the onset and progression of SCLC. A Representative images of MRI scans of
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 17) and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca (n= 10) mice 26 and 32 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation. Tumor areas were
marked using Horos Software. B Graph depicting tumor onset assessed via MR imaging of mice with indicated genotypes. C Graph depicting
the number of lung tumor lesions 6 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation. Each dot represents one mouse. Mean ± SEM are shown. Mann–Whitney
Test. D Graph depicting tumor fold change assessed via MR imaging 2–6 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation for indicated genotypes. Every dot
represents one mouse. Bars represent mean ± SEM. Mann–Whitney Test. E Graph depicting survival of Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

R26LSL.IKK2ca mice. Data from the same Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL cohort are included in all figures for comparison. Log-Rank test. F Representative
photographs of lungs from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 17) and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca (n= 10) mice sacrificed at the humane endpoint.
G Graphs depicting the percentage of mice with liver metastasis and the amount of liver tumor lesions at the humane endpoint n= 9 for
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca, n= 14 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL. Mann–Whitney test, mean ± SEM.

Fig. 4 Histological and molecular analysis of lung tumors in Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL mice. A Representative images of lung sections
from mice with indicated genotypes at the humane endpoint stained with H&E (Scale bars= 5mm (top) and 100 µm (bottom))
B Representative images of lung sections from mice with indicated genotypes at the humane endpoint immunostained for CD56 (Scale
bars= 5mm (top) and 50 µm (bottom), n= 9 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL, n= 11 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL) C Representative images of lung
sections from mice with indicated genotypes at the humane endpoint immunostained for Ki67 and graph depicting quantification of Ki67
positive cells. Mann–Whitney test. Mean ± SEM (Scale bars 5 mm (top) and 50 µm (bottom, n= 7 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL, n= 13 for
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL). D Representative images of lung sections from mice at the humane endpoint immunostained for CD45. Scale bars= 5mm
(top) and 25 µm (bottom) and graph showing the amount of CD45 positive cells. Mann–Whitney test. Mean ± SEM (n= 7 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

RelaFL/FL, n= 13 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL). E, F Principal component analysis (PCA) E and Volcano plot F of RNA seq data from tumor tissues of
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL (n= 5) compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 6) mice. Genes that were found significantly upregulated (p < 0.01, log2(|
FC | ) > 2) or downregulated (p < 0.01, log2(|FC | ) < 2) in tumors from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL (n= 5) compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 6)
mice are indicated with red or blue dots, respectively. G Representative immunoblot analysis of protein extracts from SCLC cell lines isolated
from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL RelaFL/FL mice at the humane endpoint (n= 3). Uncropped images of immunoblots are presented
in Supplementary Fig. 1. Data from the same Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL cohort are included in all figures for comparison.
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Surprisingly, despite the upregulation of inflammatory gene
expression, Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca mice did not show
increased infiltration of immune cells within the tumor mass.
Surprisingly, we found that TNFR1 deficiency, either tumor cell-
intrinsic or systemic, did not affect SCLC development, in contrast

to the important role of TNF signaling in other types of cancer
[12, 49]. This finding suggests that, at least in this specific mouse
model driven by acute inactivation of the two important tumor
suppressors RB1 and TP53, TNF-mediated inflammatory and cell
death signaling is not critically involved. It should be noted
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Fig. 7 TNFR1 deficiency did not alter SCLC onset or progression. A Representative images of MRI scans of Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 17), Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1FL/FL (n= 10) and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1−/− (n= 11) mice 26 and 32 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation. Tumor areas were
marked using Horos Software. B Graph depicting tumor onset assessed via MR imaging of mice with indicated genotypes. C Graph depicting
the number of lung tumor lesions 6 weeks after Ad-Cre inhalation. Each dot represents one mouse. Mean ± SEM are shown. Kruskal–Wallis
test. D Graph depicting tumor fold change assessed via MR imaging 2–6 weeks after AdenoCre inhalation for indicated genotypes. Every dot
represents one mouse. Bars represent mean ± SEM. Kruskal–Wallis test. E Graph depicting survival of Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL, Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

Tnfr1FL/FL and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1−/− mice. Data from the same Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL cohort are included in all figures for comparison.
F Photographs of lungs of Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 17), Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1FL/FL (n= 11) and Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1−/− (n= 11) mice at the
humane endpoint. G Graphs depicting the percentage of mice with liver metastasis and the amount of liver tumor lesions at the humane
endpoint n= 6 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1FL/FL, n= 8 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL Tnfr1−/−, n= 14 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL. Kruskal–Wallis test.

Fig. 6 IKK2ca expression increased inflammatory gene transcription but did not alter the morphology or immune cell infiltration of
SCLC. A Representative images of lung sections from mice stained with H&E. (Scale bars= 5mm (top) and 100 µm (bottom)). Samples were
taken at the humane endpoint B Representative images of lung sections from mice of the indicated genotypes at the humane endpoint
immunostained for CD56. (Scale bars 5mm (top) and 50 µm (bottom), n= 8 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca, n= 11 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL C
Representative images of lung sections from mice of the indicated genotypes at the humane endpoint immunostained for Ki67 and graph
showing quantifications of Ki67 positive cells. Mann–Whitney test. Mean ± SEM. (Scale bars 5mm (top) and 50 µm (bottom), n= 10 for Rb1FL/FL

Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca, n= 13 for Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL). D Representative images of lung sections from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca (n= 10) and
Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 13) mice at the humane endpoint immunostained for CD45 and graph depicting the amount of CD45 positive cells.
Mann–Whitney test. Mean ± SEM. Scale bars= 100 µm (top) and 25 µm (bottom). E–G Graphs depicting PCA E, Gene set enrichment analysis
(F) and Volcano plot (G) of RNA seq data from tumor tissues of Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca (n= 6) compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL (n= 6)
mice. In (G), genes that were found significantly upregulated (p < 0.01, log2(|FC | ) > 2) or downregulated (p < 0.01, log2(|FC | ) < 2) in tumors
from Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL R26LSL.IKK2ca compared to Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL mice are indicated with red or blue dots, respectively. H Representative
immunoblot analysis with the indicated antibodies of protein extracts from tumor tissue derived from RP-mice with indicated genotypes at
the humane endpoint. Uncropped images of immunoblots are presented in Supplementary Fig. 1. Data from the same Rb1FL/FL Tp53FL/FL

cohort are included in all figures for comparison.
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however, that these findings do not exclude a role of TNF in
human patients with SCLC associated with comorbidities such as
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, where lung inflammation
may contribute to tumor progression. In light of our findings that
NF-κB inhibition considerably delayed SCLC development, these

results also indicate that TNFR1-independent pathways drive
activation of NF-κB to promote SCLC. Although at this stage the
upstream mediators inducing NF-κB in this context remain elusive,
several pathways have been implicated in driving tumor-
promoting NF-κB activity in cancer, such as other members of
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the TNF receptor superfamily, growth factor receptors, replicative
stress and DNA damage [50]. Taken together, our results revealed
a tumor-promoting role of IKK/NF-κB signaling in SCLC, in line with
previous studies showing that NF-κB critically contributes to Kras
mutation-driven lung adenocarcinoma [25–27]. These findings
suggest that IKK/NF-κB signaling could provide a promising
therapeutic target in SCLC and warrant further studies experi-
mentally assessing the effect of NF-κB pathway inhibition on
established SCLC.
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